South Dakota - Game, Fish, and Parks

Petition for Rule Change

A new form was just submitted from the http://gfp.sd.gov/ website with the following information:

ID: 96
Petitioner Name: STEVE CHERKAS
Address: 11635 Rocky Ford rd
Edgemont, SD 57735
Email: sacherkas@msn.com
Phone: 515-306-2592
Rule Identification: Bobcat harvest reporting
Describe Change: Remove or extend the 5 day reporting. Also allow to present head or jaw only rather than entire carcass.
Reason for Change: Hard to get a time with CO within 5 days. And wastes lots of time/gas having to drive to CO to meet up. Would like to see tagging anytime during season so have time to skin, stretch, dry and present all at once at end of season. Last year had a coyote run off with a carcass, would been easy to chop off head or jaw and store for later tagging.